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SUMMARY

Bacterial community acquisition in the infant gut im-
pacts immune education and disease susceptibility.
We compared bacterial strains across and within
families in a prospective birth cohort of 44 infants
and their mothers, sampled longitudinally in the first
months of each child’s life. We identified mother-
to-child bacterial transmission events and describe
the incidence of family-specific antibiotic resistance
genes. We observed two inheritance patterns
across multiple species, where often the mother’s
dominant strain is transmitted to the child, but oc-
casionally her secondary strains colonize the infant
gut. In families where the secondary strain of
B. uniformis was inherited, a starch utilization
gene cluster that was absent in the mother’s domi-
nant strain was identified in the child, suggesting
the selective advantage of a mother’s secondary
strain in the infant gut. Our findings reveal mother-
to-child bacterial transmission events at high reso-
lution and give insights into early colonization of
the infant gut.
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INTRODUCTION

The infant gut microbial community plays an important role in

human development, including the maturation of the immune

system (Smith et al., 2013), nutrient utilization and modification

(Nicholson et al., 2012; Sela et al., 2008), and the prevention of

pathogen colonization (Sela andMills, 2010). This dynamic com-

munity is strongly affected by delivery mode (Biasucci et al.,

2010; Dominguez-Bello et al., 2010; Jakobsson et al., 2014; Pen-

ders et al., 2006; Yassour et al., 2016) and feeding (B€ackhed

et al., 2015) and stabilizes by age 3, when it starts to resemble

an adult gut community (Yatsunenko et al., 2012). Although

considerable progress has been made in characterizing the

taxonomic profiles of these early-life gut communities (B€ackhed

et al., 2015; Dominguez-Bello et al., 2010; Koenig et al., 2011;

Yassour et al., 2016), questions concerning their origin and the

extent of maternal transmission contributions remain largely

unanswered (Perez-Muñoz et al., 2017). Here, longitudinal sam-

pling from both mother and child, coupled with deep metage-

nomic sequencing, enables us to use strain-level analysis to

bridge this knowledge gap.

Children are exposed to diverse environmental sources of

bacteria from the day they are born, yet which of these bacteria

will end up colonizing their gut is still only partially understood.
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Multiple factors can influence this selection process, including

the microbial composition of potential maternal sources (e.g.,

vaginal/gut communities), the state of immune activation in the

host (Cahenzli et al., 2013; Olszak et al., 2012), and the carbon

sources found in the unique environment of the infant gut (Mar-

cobal et al., 2011; Sela et al., 2008). Importantly, while the

mother’s own gut bacteria provide a likely source of continual

exposure, we know little about vertical inheritance events in

determining early childhood gut composition. Such postnatal

vertical transmission of the mother’s gut bacteria may provide

early colonizers that can reside in the child’s gut for many years

(Faith et al., 2013).

Strain-level variations among isolated bacteria have been

studied for over a century using culture-based methods, but

metagenomic sequencing and new computational approaches

have only recently become available as important new tools to

study strain variation in culture-free environmental samples

and complex mixtures of bacteria (Luo et al., 2015; Truong

et al., 2017). Different strains of the same species often share

80%–90% of their genes, referred to as the species core

genome. However, the non-core genome confers important

functional differences, such as antibiotic resistance (AR) and car-

bon source utilization, which may play an important role in the

selection process in various environmental niches. The ability

to detect such strain differences in early life and infer their func-

tional consequences remains a challenge for the field.

Here, we present a longitudinal study of paired mother-child

stool samples from 44 Finnish families. We describe the struc-

ture and dynamics of the gut microbial communities in the first

3 months of life using whole-genome metagenomic sequencing.

By examining mother and child stool at multiple time points, we

assessed changes in individuals as well as the relatedness of

taxonomic profiles within families. Additionally, we developed a

novel strain-level approach to characterize mother-to-child bac-

terial transmission patterns. We found that while in most cases

themother’s dominant strain was transmitted to her child, some-

times her secondary strains preferentially colonized the infant

gut. Furthermore, in those cases of secondary strain transmis-

sion, we sought to identify the functional genes that weremissing

in the mother’s dominant strain. For example, we identified a

glycan utilization system in Bacteroides uniformis infant strains

that may specifically facilitate the metabolism of mother’s milk.

The lack of such niche-specific genes may partly explain the in-

heritance of mothers’ secondary strains.

RESULTS

A Paired Longitudinal Study Tracking Mothers and
Infants in the First 3 Months of Life
To elucidate the nature of maternal-child microbiota transmis-

sion in early life, we designed a paired longitudinal study of

mother and child stool samples, starting from birth. We collected

longitudinal stool samples and clinical metadata variables from a

cohort of 44 Finnish families (7/44 children delivered by C-sec-

tion, Table S1). For 33 of those families, we collected five child

stool samples: at birth (meconium), 2 weeks, and 1, 2, and

3 months of age, together with three maternal stool samples:

gestational week 27, delivery, and 3 months post-delivery. The

remaining 11 families have only three samples: mother gesta-
tional week 27, delivery, and child meconium samples. To

analyze the species and subspecies composition of the microbi-

al communities in this cohort, we performed whole-genome

metagenomic sequencing and constructed species-level

composition profiles for all 287 samples (see STAR Methods).

Here, the metagenomic sequencing approach allowed us to

investigate microbiome samples at subspecies resolution and

further characterize these communities to identify the strain

composition and to examine postnatal vertical inheritance pat-

terns between mother and child.

Distinct Microbial Features of the Maternal and Infant
Gut Communities
We characterized the relative abundance patterns of microbial

species found in mother and child stool samples. As expected,

each individual showed unique microbial composition, and the

adult and infant communities were clearly distinctive, even at a

coarse phylum level (Figures 1A and S1). Child communities

were dominated by species from the Actinobacteria and Proteo-

bacteria phyla (Figure 1A), whereas mothers had a higher frac-

tion of Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes (Figure 1B), as expected

for the healthy western adult gut (Yatsunenko et al., 2012).

The child meconium communities had very low complexity on

the phylum level (often dominated by a single phylum). We

confirmed this observation on the species-level profiles. We

measured the complexity of each community by calculating

the number of species above 1% relative abundance and found

that child stool samples had lower overall microbial complexity,

with the meconium sample containing very few unique species

(Figure 1C; this trend was also evident using Shannon diversity

as the complexity measure, Figure S2). Maternal samples con-

tained 20 or more species above 1% relative abundance, while

child samples typically contained 10 or fewer (Figure 1C).

Furthermore, very few species (typically 3–7) were found in the

meconium communities. We confirmed that the low complexity

was not a side effect of the lower number of reads in the meco-

nium samples by repeating this analysis with downsampling of all

samples to have the same number of reads (see STAR Methods

and Figure S2).

To compare the maternal and child microbial communities, we

examined the development and variability of microbial commu-

nities within and across families. We compared the stability

of early child gut microbiota by testing the species-level dissimi-

larity between adjacent time points for each individual over time

and within families (using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, see STAR

Methods). Thematernalmicrobial communitiesdisplayedstability

with significant overlap in the species-level composition between

time points relative to random subject pairings (p = 2.82e-11,

6.34e-08, calculated with t test, Figure 1D). The child microbial

communities also exhibit significantly similar features over time,

with theexception of the first 2weeksof life,where the community

is rapidly changing (p = 8.51e-02, 7.04e-10, 3.57e-11, 8.16e-11,

Figure 1D). However, we found no significant similarity by this

metric between the microbial communities of a mother and her

child (p = 8.16e-11, 6.34e-08, Figure 1D). These comparisons

were not significantly different when segregated by delivery

mode, but this study is underpowered to study the effect of deliv-

ery mode on bacterial transmission, as only few children were

born by C-section (see Discussion). Despite the lack of similarity
Cell Host & Microbe 24, 146–154, July 11, 2018 147
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Figure 1. Gut Microbiome Trajectories of Mother and Child in the First 3 Months of Life

(A and B) Relative phylum-level abundance profiles for the child (A) and mother (B) samples. Children born by C-section are highlighted in bold.

(C) Microbial community complexity over time as estimated by the number of species occurring in a given sample above 1% relative abundance.

(D) Stability of species-level composition profiles over time asmeasured by Bray-Curtis dissimilarity of individual children (left), mothers (center), and child-mother

paired samples collected at birth and 3 months (right). The FDR-corrected q value is shown for each comparison (calculated with a t test) and colored green if

q < 0.05.

(E) Species observed across multiple families, enumerating how many families have these species present in children (left), mothers (center), or both (right), with

relevant abundance of R5%.
at the level of the entire community structure, we examined

whether therewere sharedspecies in themother andher offspring

to explore possible mother-to-child bacterial transmission.

Indeed, we found six common species in the maternal and

infant communities with 5% relative abundance or greater in

both mother and child: three Bacteroides species (B. uniformis,

B. vulgatus, and B. dorei), two Bifidobacterium species

(B. adolescentis and B. longum), and Escherichia coli (Figure 1E).

Each of these specieswas observed in at least threemother-child

pairs in the cohort, enabling higher-resolution strain characteriza-

tion and matching maternal and child strains.
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Strain-Level Variation Suggests Two Patterns of
Mother-to-Child Bacterial Transmission
For the purposes of this study, we defined the ‘‘dominant

strain’’ within a microbial species in a sample to be the

single most common haplotype detectable by metagenomic

sequencing (see STAR Methods). In particular, this captures

only the single ‘‘dominant strain’’ per species, which typically

comprises at least 70% relative abundance of that species

(Luo et al., 2015; Truong et al., 2017; Yassour et al., 2016). In

the underlying microbial community, this dominant strain may

not represent a perfectly clonal population, nor the only genetic
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Figure 2. Patterns of Dominant and Secondary Strains Shared in Mother-Child Pairs

(A) Schematic view of matched and mismatched nucleotide counts based on reads aligning to species-specific marker genes. At each position of shared

coverage, counts of major nucleotide-matched positions are enumerated relative to those positions where the child’s major nucleotide matches the mother’s

minor nucleotide.

(B) Data from three mother-child pairs. Relative counts of major (top) and minor (bottom) nucleotide-match events are shown together with their Z scores.

(C–F) Plots depicting the distribution of dominant and secondary strain Z scores for individual species: Bacteroides uniformis (C), Bifidobacterium longum (D),

Bacteroides vulgatus (E), and Bacteroides dorei (F). Families occurring in the upper right, upper left, or bottom left quadrants show evidence of maternal

transmission of dominant strain, secondary strain, or none, respectively, for that species (see STAR Methods). Red, green, and yellow dots represent families

shown in (B).
diversity within a species, but we use the language here to

describe the variants detectable metagenomically. In this study,

we denote all the non-dominant strains as the collection of

‘‘secondary strains.’’ At any given genomic position, the domi-

nant strain has the highest read count (by definition), and we

denote the nucleotide found in that position as the ‘‘major

nucleotide.’’ Conversely, the secondary strains contribute to

the second most frequent nucleotide at each position, which

is denoted as the ‘‘minor nucleotide’’ (see STAR Methods); we

ignored other, less frequent nucleotides. To characterize each

sample’s population and identify its dominant strain, we exam-

ined patterns of SNVs in genomic regions that are unique to

each species within and across families (‘‘species-specific

marker genes’’; see STAR Methods). Observing highly similar

nucleotide variation patterns in two individuals suggests they

share the same strain and thereby a potential strain inheritance

from mother to child.
In order to assess whether a child shared the dominant or a

secondary strain observed in the mother, we enumerated all po-

sitions where the child’s major nucleotide matched the major

nucleotide observed in the mother (Figure 2A). Observing multi-

ple positions with identical nucleotides within a family but not

across families suggests a transmitted dominant strain between

a mother and her child. When we compared the major-nucleo-

tide match rates (on species-specific marker genes), we found

that unrelated child-mother pairs commonly had 98.5%–99.0%

identity, whereas true child-mother pairs often had at least

99.8% identity. To quantify within- versus across-families match

rates, we assigned Z scores for the match percentages (see

STAR Methods). For example, when examining the strains of

Bacteroides uniformis, we found evidence that in some families

the dominant strain was transmitted between mother and child

(e.g., M0074 has a Z score of 4.27, Figure 2B), while other fam-

ilies do not exhibit shared dominant strains (e.g., M0297 and
Cell Host & Microbe 24, 146–154, July 11, 2018 149



M0399 with Z scores of 0.43 and�0.43, respectively, Figure 2B).

We denote these Z scores as the ‘‘dominant strain Z scores.’’

Next, we studied whether instead of the mother’s dominant

strain, perhaps one of her secondary strains was transmitted

to the child. Transmission of the mother’s secondary strains

could be the result of important functional differences, as such

strains could harbor selective advantages in the unique environ-

ment of the infant gut.

In order to identify secondary strain transmissions, we also in-

spected patterns of minor nucleotide identity in species-specific

marker genes, within- and across- families. Specifically, we

focused on genomic positions where the major nucleotide in

the mother and child do not match. For those, we asked whether

the child’s major nucleotide perhaps matched the mother’s mi-

nor nucleotide (Figure 2A, see STARMethods). As with the domi-

nant strain, we transformed these measurements to Z score,

and a high Z score would suggest transmission of a secondary

strain from mother to child (Figure 2B). We denote these

Z scores as the ‘‘secondary strain Z scores.’’ For example, for

the families stated above with low ‘‘dominant strain Z scores’’

for B. uniformis, M0297 and M0399 have a ‘‘secondary strain

Z score’’ of 2.72 and 0.78, respectively, suggesting a secondary

strain transmission only in the M0297 family. Interestingly, the

M0074 family has high dominant and secondary strain Z scores

(4.27 and 4.65, respectively), suggesting the mother transmitted

both her dominant and secondary strains to her child.

To examine whether different species had unique transmis-

sion patterns, we compared these dominant and secondary

Z scores across various species (Figures 2C–2F and S3). Overall,

when combining the Z scores from all families, we found that

B. vulgatus and B. adolescentis showed dominant strain trans-

mission from mother to child, whereas B. dorei indicated mostly

secondary strain transmission (Figures 2C–2F and S3). Interest-

ingly, for B. longum, B. uniformis, and E. coli, the transmission

patterns vary by family (Figures 2C–2F and S3). In B. uniformis,

for example, some families exhibit transmission of the dominant

strain (e.g., M0074), or secondary strain (e.g., M0297), or none

(e.g., M0399; Figure 2C).

Family-Specific Antibiotic Resistance Factors Are
Found in the Microbiome of Mother-Child Pairs
In addition to characterizing the shared strains found in mother-

child pairs, we set out to further characterize vertical inheritance

by examining transmission patterns of individual genes. AR

genes serve as good examples for this question, as they are

well annotated (McArthur et al., 2013) and there is a great interest

in studying their inheritance patterns. Toward this end, we

searched for the presence of known AR genes in our metage-

nomic sequences, using the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resis-

tance Database (McArthur et al., 2013) (see STAR Methods).

Unlike the strain profiles, where we focused on single nucleotide

variation to study transmission patterns, individual genes do not

necessarily have sufficient coverage to examine their nucleotide-

level variation. To examine the transmission patterns of the AR

genes, we focused on genes whose presence alone confers

resistance (rather than commonly found genes in which resis-

tance is caused by single-nucleotide mutations).

First, we profiled the abundance of AR genes in our samples

and found AR genes to be more prevalent in child samples
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compared to mother samples, consistent with our own (Yassour

et al., 2016) and others’ (Moore et al., 2015) previous findings

(Figure S4). Maternal and child AR profiles differed both in their

prevalence and in the identity of detected AR genes; many AR

genes were mutually exclusive and occurred only in either

maternal or in child samples (Figure S4). We next sought to iden-

tify potential transmission events of AR genes, as defined by

matching patterns of presence/absence profiles in mothers

and children (since, as noted above, we do not have sufficient

coverage to examine SNVs for each AR gene). We hypothesized

that AR inheritance would be observed more frequently in sam-

ples from the same family compared to samples from unrelated

individuals. Because the most common AR genes are present in

too many samples to reliably distinguish transmission events

from random co-occurrence, we focused on the less common

AR genes. These comprised 249 AR genes, which appear in

up to 50 samples in our cohort. For each of these genes, we

asked whether it tends to co-occur within families or is randomly

distributed across individuals; for each pair of gene and family,

we calculated a p value (using the hypergeometric distribution,

see STARMethods). Of these AR genes, 59 had at least one sig-

nificant family transmission (q % 0.05; Figure 3A, Table S1).

The inherited AR genes were not limited to a specific type of

resistance. For example, the genes with the lowest q value

were ORF3, which confers penicillin resistance and was found

in the child samples of a single family (Figure 3B), and Msr3_mel,

which confers macrolide resistance and was found in the child

samples of only two families (Figure 3C). The tetX gene, which

confers tetracycline resistance, was found in samples from

several families, sometimes in both mother and child samples,

sometimes only in mother samples (Figure 3D). The inheritance

profiles of AR genes are especially interesting, as they could

be encoded either in the genome or onmobile elements. Accord-

ing to current annotations (McArthur et al., 2013), the Msr3_mel

gene seems to be chromosomally encoded, while the ORF3 and

tetX genes appear to be encoded on mobile elements; regard-

less of their genomic positions, we were able to detect their

inheritance.

Gene Abundance Differences Are Identified as Potential
Drivers in Secondary Strain Transmission Events
Finally, in addition to describing putative transmission events of

strains and/or genes, we sought to identify gene presence/

absence signatures that may explain the different inheritance

patterns. Specifically, we wondered why a mother’s secondary

strain transmitted in some families but not others. We hypothe-

sized that the dominant strains in some mothers lacked specific

genes that are advantageous in the infant gut. An ideal species in

which to test this hypothesis would be one that has different

inheritance patterns across families, such as Bacteroides

uniformis. We therefore searched for B. uniformis genes that

were present in the mother and child samples of families who

shared a dominant strain, but only in the child sample of families

in which the mother’s secondary strain was transmitted (see

STAR Methods, Figure 4A). We examined 7,410 genes found in

the pangenome of B. uniformis and identified nine genes that

vary by mode of transmission (for at least the majority of families)

andmay confer a selective advantage toB. uniformis in the infant

gut but may not always be present in the mother’s dominant
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Figure 3. Antibiotic Resistance Gene Profiles Show Family-Specific Patterns

(A) Enrichment pattern of AR genes in at least one family relative to background.

(B–D) These genes were identified as highly associated with only one or two families in the cohort: penicillin resistance gene (ORF3) (B) and macrolide resistance

gene (msrD) (C). Tetracycline resistance gene (tetX) (D) shows specific mother-only or mother-and-child family patterns.
strain (Figure 4B, see STAR Methods). We confirmed that these

genes are present at detectable levels, and that in both families

this is indeed a minor strain (M0297 and M0353, as detected

by qPCR in the mother samples, Figure 4B). By contrast, in the

three families that did not transmit the genes, this strain is not

present in the mother samples (M0201, M0305, and M1172,

Figure 4B).

Importantly, these nine genes were located in a single

genomic region in five B. uniformis reference genomes (out of

seven available reference genomes, Figure 4C). This genomic re-

gion appears to be a starch utilization system (Sus), commonly

found in Bacteroidetes species, that enables them to process

complex glycans by a cell envelope-associatedmultiprotein sys-

tem (Martens et al., 2009). Glycan metabolism is especially inter-

esting in the context of the infant gut, as one of the major differ-

ences between the infant and the adult gut is the utilization of

unique glycans found in mothers’ breast milk (human milk oligo-

saccharides), suggesting the potential selective advantage

conferred by the existence of this specific Sus module in the

infant gut. Interestingly, although there are 77 different SusC

modules in the pangenome ofB. uniformis (17 of which are found

in the ATCC 8492 type strain, as annotated by uniref90, STAR

Methods), we found only a single susC module, which varies

by mode of transmission, suggesting the specificity of this indi-

vidual Sus module.
DISCUSSION

We followed 44 mothers in the months before and after the birth

of their child and collected multiple stool samples from both

mothers and children. The longitudinal nature of our cohort,

coupled with deep metagenomic sequencing, allowed us to

characterize the microbial composition and dynamics of these

communities. In addition, we developed a single-nucleotide vari-

ation (SNV) profiling approach to compare the shared maternal

and infant species, by examining not only the mother’s dominant

strains but also her less abundant strains to study the various

mother-to-child bacterial transmission patterns. Finally, we

focused on the maternal transmission of Bacteroides uniformis

and found functional differences in the mother’s strains that

may drive its various transmission patterns.

The infant gut microbial communities were often dominated by

the Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, and Proteobacteria phyla,

commonly with species from the Bifidobacterium, Bacteroides,

and Escherichia genera, respectively. We found limited spe-

cies-level complexity in the meconium samples collected within

24 hr of birth, in concordance with previous infant studies

(B€ackhed et al., 2015; Chu et al., 2017). While the maternal and

child microbial communities were often statistically significantly

stable, they did not resemble one another, as there were striking

differences between infant and typical adult gut microbial
Cell Host & Microbe 24, 146–154, July 11, 2018 151
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Figure 4. B. uniformis Starch Utilization System

(A) A schematic showing the gene presence/absence (red/white) patternswe inspected to identify functions that potentially drive the secondary strain inheritance.

(B) Presence/absence profiles of nine B. uniformis genes that differ based on their inheritance patterns in a majority of mothers (red/white), together with qPCR

results for two of the nine genes (grayscale).

(C) The genomic location of the nine differential genes (yellow to blue) in five B. uniformis reference genomes, together with the SusC gene found in that location

(stripes). White boxes are other genes.
community compositions. Despite these gross differences in

composition, we and others (Asnicar et al., 2017; Nayfach

et al., 2016) were still able to identify multiple species that

were commonly found in both maternal and child samples of

the same family, enabling the study of maternal bacterial

inheritance.

Quantifying the extent to which mothers directly shape the mi-

crobial composition of the gut in early childhood has remained a

difficult challenge in the field of infant microbial research. Several

studies have characterized vertical inheritance profiles from

mother to child (Asnicar et al., 2017; Milani et al., 2015; Nayfach

et al., 2016); however, most of them examined only a handful of

mother-child pairs, and all of them focused only on the mother’s

dominant strain. Here, we used SNV to examine the mother’s

dominant and secondary strains and identify transmissions of

either one to the child’s gut community. We found evidence

of vertical transmission events in a number of species shared

in both mother and child samples, including Bifidobacterium

longum, Bacteroides vulgatus, Bacteroides dorei, Bacteroides
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uniformis, and Bifidobacterium adolescentis, with secondary

strain inheritance occurring most frequently in B. dorei and

B. uniformis. In addition to looking at SNVs, we identified anti-

biotic resistance genes that were present in both mother and

child samples from the same family, but rarely in others.

To characterize the functional significance of dominant versus

secondary strain inheritance events, we compared the functional

potential of the mother and child strains depending on their

mode of inheritance.We examined families with evidence of sec-

ondary strain transmission and studied the functional differences

between the child and mother strains. We focused on genes that

were present in the child regardless of the inheritance pattern but

were present in the mother only in cases when her dominant

strain was transmitted. We found that when the child was colo-

nized with a mother’s secondary strain of B. uniformis, her domi-

nant strain often lacked a specific Sus. B. uniformis has dozens

of such Susmodules, yet only a single onewas different between

the mother and child in these cases. We hypothesize that this

Sus module may have a selective advantage in breaking down



the glycans from the mother’s milk found in the infant gut; hence

themother’s secondary strain, which harbors this module, would

preferentially colonize the infant gut.

In this context, our study is unique in two aspects. First, unlike

previous studies that examined only the dominant strains in

each sample, we were able to identify transmission events of

mother’ssecondarystrain to thechild.Second,weused themeta-

genomics sequencing not only to characterize the strain SNVpro-

files but also to examine the functional differences that may drive

these different inheritance patterns. One question illuminated by

this research is why we observe two inheritance patterns. What

external variables would influence which strain infants will inherit

from their mother? Interesting variables in this context include,

for example, mode of delivery and breastfeeding. While we

have gathered this information for all subjects in our cohort

(Table S1), this study is underpowered to answer this question,

as it is heavilybiased towardvaginally delivered,breastfed infants.

Large, well-balanced cohorts will be needed to study the effect of

these and other variables on microbial acquisition patterns.

The canonical challenge of bacterial transmission studies is to

resolve the directionality of strain inheritance events. While it is

possible for an infant to acquire a strain and pass it to themother,

this is unlikely due to the adult’s more diverse and stable gut

community. Similarly, a shared strain might be acquired inde-

pendently from a shared environmental source. However, given

the more established nature of most adult gut microbiomes (Yat-

sunenko et al., 2012), these scenarios seem likely to represent

the minority of transmission events. Here, to best address these

issues for this cohort and experimental design, we analyzed

strain transmissions for which the mother sample predates the

child sample. Follow-up studies with denser samples around

birth, with additional samples from potential environmental sour-

ces and even deeper sequencing, will shed more light on this

process. Each study examining mother-to-child bacterial trans-

mission brings us closer to understanding the postnatal vertical

inheritance events and their contribution to the establishment of

the infant gut microbial community.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and Virus Strains

Bacteroides uniformis CL03T12C37 Harvard Medical School

(Comstock lab)

CL03T12C37

Bacteroides uniformis CL03T00C23 Harvard Medical School

(Comstock lab)

CL03T00C23

Bacteroides uniformis ATCC 8492 ATCC ATCC 8492

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 4367659

Critical Commercial Assays

PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit MO BIO Laboratories 12888-50

Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation kit Illumina FC-131-1096

Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 kit Agilent 5067-1504

Deposited Data

Mother and child metagenomic stool sequencing data SRA SRA: SUB4122979

Mother and child metagenomic stool sequencing data BioProject PRJNA475246

Oligonucleotides

WP_005832980_317F: TCACGAACCGCATTGATACA Sigma-Aldrich NA

WP_005832980_426R: CGTGACATCGTGTTGTTTCG Sigma-Aldrich NA

WP_005832976_231F: CCTGTTCGCGAGCATCATTA Sigma-Aldrich NA

WP_005832976_340R: TGATACGCAGGTGCTTCAAG Sigma-Aldrich NA

NZ_DS362232.1_1476F: CGGAAGTGTGCATGAACATG Sigma-Aldrich NA

NZ_DS362232.1_1585R: AGTCAACCTCTTTGTCACCG Sigma-Aldrich NA

Atarashi16S_F: GGTGAATACGTTCCCGG

(from Ivanov et al., 2009)

Sigma-Aldrich NA

Atarashi16S_R: TACGGCTACCTTGTTACGACTT

(from Ivanov et al., 2009)

Sigma-Aldrich NA

Software and Algorithms

Bowtie2 Langmead and

Salzberg, 2012

http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml

Samtools Li et al., 2009 http://samtools.sourceforge.net/

KneadData Tool, v0.5.1 Huttenhower Lab http://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/kneaddata

MetaPhlAn 2.0 Segata et al., 2012;

Truong et al., 2015

http://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/metaphlan2

PhanPhlan, v1.2.2 Scholz et al., 2016 http://segatalab.cibio.unitn.it/tools/panphlan/

shortBRED Kaminski et al., 2015 https://bitbucket.org/biobakery/shortbred/wiki/Home
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact Ramnik J.

Xavier (xavier@molbio.mgh.harvard.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Study Cohort
44 otherwise healthy pregnant women were recruited from January 28, 2013 to February 26, 2015. Families were contacted at the

fetal ultrasonography visit, which is arranged for all pregnant women in Finland around gestational week 20.Written informed consent

was signed by the parents at the beginning of the third trimester to analyze the offspring’s HLA genotype. Patient consent was
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overseen by the Ethical Committee of the Joint Municipal Authority of the Pirkanmaa Hospital District. Inclusion criteria for the study

were informed consent signed by the parents and an eligible HLA genotype of the newborn conferring increased risk for type 1 dia-

betes (T1D), as this cohort is a subset of another larger T1D-centered cohort. Eligible genotypes, determined as previously described

(Ilonen et al., 2016) were the high-risk genotype combining (DR3)-DQA1*05-DQB1*02 and DRB1*0401/2/4/5-DQA1*03-DQB1*03:02

haplotypes or the moderate-risk genotypes defined as homozygosity for either one, DRB1*04:01/2/5-DQA1*03-DQB1*03:02 with a

neutral haplotype, and the (DR3)-DQA1*05-DQB1*02/DRB1*09-DQA1*03-DQB1*03:03 genotype. Haplotypes defined as neutral in

this context were: (DR1/10)-DQB1*05:01, (DR8)-DQB1*04, (DR7)-DQA1*02:01-DQB1*02, (DR9)-DQA1*03-DQB1*03:03 and

(DR13)-DQB1*06:03. DR molecules marked in parentheses are deduced based on the strong linkage disequilibrium. The average

age of mothers was 31.9 years. There were 23 female and 21male infants enrolled in the study. The gender of children was not found

to be significantly associated with the number of microbial species present in the child stool samples across the five time points

tested (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 0.651). Similarly, t tests were used to compare the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity of child samples

within and between genders and no significant differences were found at any of the five time points tested (tests were FDR corrected

with a threshold of q < 0.05). Subject metadata are provided in Table S1.

Exclusion criteria were (1) an older sibling participating in the study; (2) multiple gestation; (3) the parents unwilling or unable to feed

the infant with cow’s milk based products; (4) the gestational age at birth less than 35 weeks; (5) technical challenges to take part in

the study (e.g., the family had no access to the study center or telephone); (6) no HLA sample was obtained before the age of 8 days.

Microbial Strains
The following Bacteroides uniformis strains were used in experimental: CL03T12C37, CL03T00C23, ATCC 8492. Cultures were

grown anaerobically at 37�C for 48 hr on Brain Heart Infusion Broth (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) supplemented with 1% Vitamin K-Hemin

solution (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ). The Coy vinyl anaerobic chamber wasmaintained at > 2.5%H2 by flushing with gas mix containing

5% H2, 5% CO2 and 90% N2.

METHOD DETAILS

Sample Collection and DNA Extractions
The mothers collected their stool samples at home or in the delivery hospital. The meconium sample was collected in the delivery

hospital and the other infant stool samples by the mothers at home. The samples collected at home were stored in the households

freezer (�20�C) until the next visit to the study center. The samples were then shipped on dry ice to the EDIA Core Laboratory in

Helsinki, where the samples were stored at �80�C until shipping to the University of Tampere for DNA extraction. DNA extractions

from stool were carried out using the vacuum protocol of PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit.

Metagenome Library Construction
Metagenomic DNA samples were quantified by Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay (Life Technologies) and normalized to a concen-

tration of 50 pg mL�1. Illumina sequencing libraries were prepared from 100-250 pg DNA using the Nextera XT DNA Library Prepa-

ration kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol, with reaction volumes scaled accordingly. Batches of

24, 48, or 96 libraries were pooled by transferring equal volumes of each library using a Labcyte Echo 550 liquid handler. Insert sizes

and concentrations for each pooled library were determined using an Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 kit (Agilent Technologies).

Analysis of Whole-Genome Shotgun (WGS) Sequencing
WGS libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform, targeting �2.5 Gb of sequence per sample with 101 bp paired-

end reads (number of reads per sample is mentioned in Table S1). Reads were quality controlled by trimming low-quality bases,

removing reads shorter than 60 nucleotides. We identified and filtered out potential human contamination using the KneadData

Tool, v0.5.1 with the hg19 human reference genome. Quality controlled samples were profiled taxonomically using MetaPhlAn 2.0

(Segata et al., 2012; Truong et al., 2015), following Bowtie 2-2.1.0 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) alignment to the MetaPhlAn

2.0 unique marker database. To calculate the abundance of genes from multiple pan-genomes, we applied PhanPhlan (v1.2.2)

(Scholz et al., 2016) to the all metagenomic samples after filtering out reads mapping to human reference.

Sample Richness and Stability
To assess alpha-diversity for each sample, we counted the number of species reported in theMetaPhlAn output appearing at greater

than 1% relative abundance. To confirm that these findings were robust to the variation in read counts seen across sequenced sam-

ples, we repeated-measures of community diversity after downsampling the number of reads. To asses the alpha-diversity findings

with comparable read counts across samples, 3 million read pairs were chosen at random for each sample and the downsampled

files were re-run through the Metaphlan (samples that had less than 3M reads were not included in this analysis). Shannon diversity

scores were calculated before and after downsampling and species diversity estimates were confirmed (Figure S2).

We evaluated community stability by comparing species-level composition profiles of related samples measured at consecutive

time points. Bray-Curtis distance was first measured for each subject by comparing consecutive time points. The distribution of

mother and child samples was evaluated separately for each comparison and unrelated samples were also compared to serve as
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a background distribution. Next, Bray-Curtis distance was measured comparing mother and child samples belonging to the same

individual at birth and at 3 months. Here, these distributions were also compared relative to unrelated mother-child pairs.

Species-Specific Strain Analysis
For each sample, the whole genome sequences that mapped to species marker genes were identified with Metaphlan as described

above. The ‘mpileup’ feature of Samtools (v1.3.1) was used to calculate coverage and describe sites of variation along each marker

gene for the subset of species examined (Figure 1E). The mpileup results for the marker genes corresponding to each species of in-

terest were concatenated across all samples for downstream analysis. To identify positions of polymorphism, sites of SNV in a given

sample were tested for significance using a binomial test assuming 1% sequencing error. Coverage overlap events were assessed to

find where in mother-child pairs each sample contained reads mapping to the same segment(s) of marker genes. Within a given fam-

ily, a mother sample was compared to child sample when the pair was found to have coverage overlap along at least one species-

specific marker gene. Mother-child comparisons were also performed among samples belonging to different families.

After identifying coverage overlap sites in mother-child pairs, each site was evaluated for a number of match and polymorphic out-

comes possible for a given pair (Figure 2A). Briefly, the most abundant nucleotide observed at a given position was assigned to be

either a match in both samples or a ‘‘dominant’’-base mismatch. Similarly, the second most abundant nucleotide or ‘‘secondary’’

base at a given position was evaluated for match or mismatch between the samples of a given pair. Secondary base match and

mismatch events were only considered at those sites deemed polymorphic in at least one sample of the pair. Samples with fewer

than 1000 reads mapping to species specific marker genes were excluded from downstream analysis. We focused on the

mother-child pairs for which mother sample predates child sample and then selected a most representative sample pair based

on the samples that had the largest coverage overlap across the marker genes of a given species.

First, the number of ‘‘major-major’’ nucleotide match events were computed relative to the number of overlap sites per pair of sam-

ples. Second, ‘‘MotherMinor-ChildMajor’’ match events were calculated as a ratio compared to the total number of major-major

mismatch events. The relative frequency of match andmismatch events at the dominant or secondary bases were evaluated by con-

version to Z scores. These scores were taken together to infer modes inheritance of major and minor strains. Mother-child pairs that

scored above z = 2 in the ‘‘dominant-dominant’’ and ‘‘MotherMinor-ChildMajor’’ base matches were inferred to have shared domi-

nant and secondary strains. Those pairs that had ‘‘MotherMinor-ChildMajor’’ scores above z = 2, but had ‘‘dominant-dominant’’

scores z < 2 were inferred to have shared secondary strains but not a shared dominant strain. Those family pairs with scores below

z = 2 on both axis were inferred to not share major or minor strains.

Measuring Antibiotic Resistance Genes
The abundance of antibiotic resistance genes were quantified using an existing approachwe have developed (Yassour et al., 2016) to

map metagenomic reads to a database of protein sequences curated from the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database

(McArthur et al., 2013). To detect and quantify the abundance of the antibiotic resistance (AR) genes in ourWGS data, we used short-

BRED (Kaminski et al., 2015). Briefly, given a set of AR protein sequences, shortBRED clusters them into similar families based on

their sequence, extracts a set of distinctive strings (‘‘markers’’) per family, and then searches for thesemarkers in metagenomic data.

We did not take into consideration genes that are normally present in the core genome of the species and in which point mutations

can give rise to antibiotic resistance, as we need very high read coverage to clearly identify these mutations. Instead, we focused on

genes whose presence is sufficient to confer resistance. Specifically, we used the sequences of 3,060 proteins from The Compre-

hensive Antibiotic Resistance Database version 1.0.0 (McArthur et al., 2013).

Functional Differences in B. uniformis Based on Transmission Patterns
Using the panphlan profiles, which were calculated above, we looked for genes that had the following pattern. For families who had

the dominant strain transmitted, the genes are present in both maternal and child samples. However, for the families who had the

secondary strain transmitted, the gene was present only in the child and not in themother. This analysis examined 7,410 genes found

in the pangenome ofB. uniformis, and revealed only nine genes thatmatched this pattern formost families. Next, wewanted to assign

a function to each of these genes, when possible. We used the panphlan mapping to assign a UniRef90 id to each gene, and then a

Pfam family. Finally, we mapped the Pfam families to Glycoside Hydrolase (GH) families using the Carbohydrate Active Enzymes

(CAZy) database (http://www.cazy.org/) (Lombard et al., 2014). Gene annotations for uniref 90 IDs were extracted from the Humann2

utility mapping (v0.10.0) and multiple B. uniformis strains were inspected for SusC genes using PanPhalAn (v1.2.2).

qPCR Detection of B. uniformis Cluster
Primers were designed for the detection of B. uniformis genes within the cluster for strain-level identification, (WP_005832980_317F

50TCACGAACCGCATTGATACA30, WP_005832980_426R 50CGTGACATCGTGTTGTTTCG 30 and WP_005832976_231F 50 CCTGTT

CGCGAGCATCATTA 30, WP_005832976_340R 50 TGATACGCAGGTGCTTCAAG 30), all B. uniformis for species-level identification

(NZ_DS362232.1_1476F 50 CGGAAGTGTGCATGAACATG 30, NZ_DS362232.1_1585R 50 AGTCAACCTCTTTGTCACCG 30) and
overall 16S (Atarashi16S_F 50 GGTGAATACGTTCCCGG 30, Atarashi16S_R 50 TACGGCTACCTTGTTACGACTT 30 (Ivanov et al.,

2009). Standard curves were generated with qPCR to determine priming efficiencies for each primer pair (range 87.4%–108.1%).

qPCR was performed on extracted DNA (reaction volumes: 2 mL 2.5 ng/mL DNA, 0.75 mL forward primer, 0.75 mL reverse primer,

1.5 mL Ambion Nuclease-free water, 5 mL Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix, conditions: (1) 95�C for 10 min, (2) 95�C for 15 s,
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(3) 60�C for 30 s, and (4) repeat 2 and 3 39 times) in a BioRadCFX96 Real-Time System. The samples that had this gene cluster in their

dominant strain showed 3- or 4-fold higher values than those predicted to have this cluster in their secondary strain.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Microbiome Stability and Gender Analysis
We compared the stability of early child gut microbiota by t test using the species-level dissimilarity between adjacent time points for

each individual over time, and within families (using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity). A t test was also used to evaluate the dissimilarity of

species-level metagenomic profiles of child samples belonging to the same gender as compared to the distribution of child samples

belonging to different genders at each time point. Both of these dissimilarity tests were FDR corrected with a threshold of q < 0.05.

Finding Family-Specific Antibiotic Resistance Genes
To quantify the occurrence of family-specific events, we calculated the Hypergeometric distribution of gene-family occurrences. This

tested the null hypothesis that a given gene of interest is evenly distributed across the samples of all families. We rejected this null

hypothesis in cases where a gene of interest was found within samples of the same family at a much higher rate than its background

frequency in the cohort. To look acrossmany antibiotic resistance factors to identify such events in families, we focused only on those

genes that appear at low or moderate frequency in our cohort (50 or fewer samples in the cohort with measurable abundance of the

gene). For each family-gene pair, a p value was assigned using the hypergeometric distribution to quantify how specific a given gene

was to a family. The results across all comparisons were false discovery rate (FDR) corrected at q < 0.05.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Metagenomic sequencing data for all subjects have been deposited to the BioProject database under BioProject: PRJNA475246. All

sequencing reads that map to the human reference genome (hg19) have been removed from the sequencing files.
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